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Abstract Critically ill patients have higher energy expenditure and increased nutritional needs compared to non-critically patients. This can lead to medical malnutrition if nutritional interventions are not implemented quickly and accurately in the disease course. Obtaining an accurate estimation of nutritional needs is paramount in establishing nutritional support. The literature review was designed to look at the numerous predictive equations and determine the accuracy among different critically ill patient populations.

Data Sources: Using keywords energy estimation, nutritional predictive equations, and critical illness, systematic reviews, meta-analyses, and validation studies were identified through electronic database searches and citation tracking. Study Selection: Articles were selected that evaluated individual predictive equations in critically ill patients, their accuracy compared to indirect calorimetry, and their use in special patient populations. Data Extraction and Synthesis: A total of 12 articles were selected using the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Accuracy of the predictive equations was separated into overall accuracy among all patients, all ages, non-obese, young obese and non-obese, and elderly obese and non-obese. Conclusions: There are several validated predictive equations for estimating energy expenditure in critical illness. The most accurate equations are the 2003 Penn State equation, for obese and non-obese adult patients, and the 2010 Penn State equation, for elderly obese patients. Given the trend of obesity in the United States, further validated studies are needed to look at the individual classes of obesity and the accuracy with this specific patient population.
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1. Introduction

Patients who require intensive care unit (ICU) admission due to critical illness are at an increased risk for malnutrition. The disease state itself increases energy demands and places the body in a hypermetabolic state. If this new energy requirement is not met or if adequate nutritional reserves are absent, lean body mass is lost very quickly in order to support the patient through the illness. This loss of lean body mass in critically ill patients has been shown to reduce the overall chance of survival during the course of the illness. Failing to provide adequate nutrition during critical illness also increases complications while in the hospital and includes increased risk for all infections, increased hospital length of stay, and increased risk for organ failure. Overfeeding a critical care patient can be just as detrimental and complications can include hyperglycemia, azotemia, and hypercapnia. It is imperative to not only identify critically ill patients in the hospital that are at risk for malnutrition, but to also provide optimal nutrition to limit or prevent potential complications.

Estimating energy requirements in humans has been an interesting field of study for decades within nutrition research. There are several modalities available now to measure energy expenditure, but, unfortunately, not all are applicable to medical patients and even fewer still can be used in patients with critical illnesses. The most readily available means to estimate energy expenditure in the hospital setting has been with predictive equations. These formulas use measurable data, which range for simple anthropometric measurements to minute ventilation, to calculate an estimate of energy expenditure for an individual. Several of the current predictive equations available for critical care patients are the Ireton-Jones, Penn State, Swinamer, Brandi, and Faisy equations.

2. Materials and Methods

An online search was conducted using Pubmed (1960-July 2012), Cochrane (1960-July 2012), and Medline (1960-July 2012). Search terms used were energy estimation, nutritional predictive equations, and critical illness. For the purpose of this review, critical illness was defined as requiring admission to an intensive care unit for management. Inclusion criteria included original publication of predictive
equations and validation studies. Exclusion criteria included non-critically ill patients and not using indirect calorimetry as the control.

2.1. Ireton-Jones Equations

The Ireton-Jones equation is one of the most well known predictive equations for energy estimation in ventilated patients. It was first developed in 1992 and was created by multivariate regression analysis with respect to age, gender, weight, and whether the patient suffered from any traumatic or burn injuries. The study had 200 patients, 33% were ventilator-dependant, and predominately male with a mean age of 43 years. It was found to have no significant difference on paired t test (P>0.25), though 2of the better known validation studies have found overall accuracy of the equation to be 28% and 60%.

Due to this discrepancy, Ireton-Jones re-analyzed the data in 1997 to try to minimize the mean prediction error.99 ventilator-dependant patients were studied and found that the 1992 equation tended to overestimate energy requirements.9 This equation was then adjusted and the rate of overestimation in ventilated patients improved from 65% to 52%.9 However, in a validation study by Frankenfield, it still only showed an overall accuracy of 36%.6

After analyzing numerous validations studies from both the 1992 and 1997 equations, underestimation is more prevalent when using the 1997 equation, where the 1992 is statistically unbiased due to both over- and underestimation across all patient populations.9 If the Ireton-Jones equations are to be used for energy calculations, the 1992 equation is preferred as it is unbiased and is more accurate across all critically ill patients. Both of these equations use data that is simple to measure or obtain in a critical care setting and do not require specific ventilator measurements that can be confounded due to illness, instrumentation, or sedative medications.

2.2. Penn State Equations

The original Penn State equation was first developed in 1998 using 169 mixed (medical and surgical) ICU patients and utilized the Harris Benedict equation for resting energy expenditure with minute ventilation and maximum temperature over 24 hours as adjusting variables.9 By using the approach, body size and inflammatory state can be taken into consideration and can be adjusted over time as the patient resolves their illness. The original formula used actual body weight for non-obese patients and adjusted body weight for patients with > 125% of ideal body weight.6 Validation studies found overall accuracy of the 1998 Penn State equation at 68%6 and 29%.6

In 2003, the authors compared several different anthropometric equations with their original formula and found that accuracy improved with using the Mifflin-St.Jeor equation and actual body weight instead of adjusted body weight.6 In the same validation studies performed by Frankenfield and MacDonald in the 1998 Penn State equation, the authors found improved accuracy to 72%6 and 39%.6

Frankenfield again modified the 2003 equation to attempt to improve the predictive ability in elderly, obese patients. The author used data from 50 new patients and 75 patients from previous studies that were not used to develop either of the 1998 or 2003 Penn State equations and found improved accuracy for new patients (68%) and the previous patients (66%).10 This modification in 2010 improved the overall accuracy in patients > 60 years of age and > 30 kg/m2 body mass index (BMI) to 74%.11

The Penn State equations were the first equations studied that used variables that fluctuate over the course of a patient’s hospitalization and take into account the inflammatory state of the patient to adjust energy estimates. This allows practitioners to trend the energy requirements of a patient over time and adjust nutritional support to prevent both under- and overfeeding complications.

2.3. Swinamer Equation

The Swinamer equation was developed in 1990 in Canada using 112 surgical, medical, and trauma patients on mechanical ventilation in various intensive care settings.12 The premise behind this equation is using measured variables that have the greatest effect on energy expenditure. Where previous formulas used simple anthropometric measurements to calculate estimated energy expenditure, this formula uses body surface area, maximum temperature over 24 hours, respiratory rate, and tidal volume.12 These factors use body surface area as a surrogate for obesity and weight, whereas temperature, tidal volume, and respiratory rate are used to assess the current inflammatory state of the patient. By using these variables, a patient’s energy estimate can be changed as often as needed in order to provide optimal nutritional support. The author found that using this new equation, only 15 of the 112 patients had a > 15% deviation of predicted energy expenditure as compared to measured energy expenditure.12

Only two validations studies have been performed to date comparing the Swinamer equation to indirect calorimetry. In these studies, the authors found accuracy rates 45% in 141 patients5 and 55% in 76 patients13. The paucity of data surrounding this equation can be due to difficulty in obtaining all of the measurable data variables, specifically having an accurate body surface area measurement. This is the most important limiting factor in using this equation routinely for energy estimation in a critically ill patient.

2.4. Brandi Equation

The Brandi equation was created in Italy in 1999 using 26 adult trauma patients requiring mechanical ventilation and intensive care unit admission.14 This equation uses the Harris Benedict formula and inflammatory variables of heart rate and minute ventilation to adjust energy estimates.14 This is
the first study that demonstrated a significant lack of correlation between injury severity and energy expenditure and challenges commonly used stress factors with predictive equations.\textsuperscript{13} To date, there is only one validation study on the Brandi equation and it showed the formula to be precise and unbiased in the non-obese population but less accurate in the obese groups.\textsuperscript{15} This review also found an accuracy of 67%, when compared to the trauma group, and accuracy of 51% when compared to the non-trauma group.\textsuperscript{13} Further studies need to be performed with a larger patient population, as well as additional validation studies, before this equation can be critically evaluated and recommended. Although this equation can be useful for traumatic injuries, it is not as accurate when used for non-traumatic injuries and should be used with caution for general critically ill patients.

2.5. Faisy Equation

The Faisy equation was developed in 2003 and used data from 70 adult patients that required mechanical ventilation for more than 24 hours.\textsuperscript{16} This study was performed in France and the patients included in the study were slightly older with a mean age of 61 and had primarily medical problems, excluding surgery or trauma.\textsuperscript{16} This formula looked at the effects of height, weight, temperature, and minute ventilation on energy expenditure when compared to measured indirect calorimetry.\textsuperscript{16} There is only one published validation study that compares the Faisy equation across age groups and obesity spectrum. This study found that the Faisy equation was inaccurate in the older population and tended to overestimate energy needs, but was accurate and unbiased in younger patients.\textsuperscript{15} Frankenfield found an overall accuracy of 53% among all patients, but only 37% with elderly non-obese patients and 39% with elderly obese patients.\textsuperscript{15} This is the first equation that has been studied that specifically excluded surgery and trauma patients and focused primarily on medical patients. This can be significant as different illness and injuries can have different stress responses and therefore, have different caloric needs. Previous formulas used mixed ICU patient populations that included medical, surgical, and trauma patients to generalize the predictive equations to all critical illnesses.

2.6. Indirect Calorimetry

Indirect calorimetry is the gold standard of energy measurement and is used as the control in every study that has developed a predictive equation for energy expenditure in the critically ill patient.\textsuperscript{15} By using specialized equipment, a trained respiratory therapist can measure oxygen consumption (\(V_{\text{O2}}\)) and carbon dioxide excretion (\(V_{\text{CO2}}\)) to calculate two very important nutritional variables: respiratory quotient (RQ) and energy expenditure.\textsuperscript{17}

RQ can be used to indirectly extrapolate substrate utilization of a patient. A respiratory quotient of \(< 0.7\) suggests primary fat breakdown, \(0.8-1.0\) suggests protein or mixed substrate breakdown, and \(> 1.0\) suggests primary carbohydrate utilization.\textsuperscript{18} There are several causes of a RQ > 1.0, but can indicate overfeeding and need for adjustment of nutritional intake when looked at from a nutritional support viewpoint. Caloric requirements can then be calculated by taking the measured oxygen consumption and carbon dioxide excretion and, using the Weir equation, determine resting energy expenditure over the course of the measurement.\textsuperscript{19}

The procedure itself can be performed continuously, though most institutions perform intermittent measurements due to machine and staff availability. The study should continued for 20-30 minutes or until steady-state is attained, as this is considered an accurate estimation of 24 hour energy expenditure.\textsuperscript{8,20} In order to limit error before or during the procedure, no ventilator changes should be 90 minutes before the exam, no general anesthesia should be given 6-8 hours before the study, sedation or analgesia should be given no sooner than 30 minutes before the start of the measurement, and routine activities of other healthcare personnel should be avoided during the study.\textsuperscript{18}

There are several factors that can render the data obtained during the study as invalid and should be assessed prior to ordering the study to limit inappropriate use of the machine and resources. The most common reasons in critical illness are due to ventilator settings and include > 60% fractional inspired oxygen (\(\text{FiO2}\)), > 12 cmH\textsubscript{2}O positive end expiratory pressure (PEEP), or a system leak.\textsuperscript{18} Other patient specific variables include thoracostomy tubes, bronchopleural fistula, hemodialysis, or inadequate sedation/patient agitation.\textsuperscript{18}

3. Results

A summary of the results is included in Table 1. Of the eight variations of predictive equations for energy estimation in the critically ill, the 2003 Penn State equation had the highest overall accuracy (67\%\textsuperscript{15}) and the highest accuracy in young obese (69\%\textsuperscript{15}) patients and in elderly non-obese (77\%\textsuperscript{15}) patients. The Faisy equation had the highest accuracy in young obese (72\%\textsuperscript{15}) patients. The 2010 Penn State equation had the highest accuracy for elderly obese (74\%\textsuperscript{11}) patients.

4. Conclusion

Providing nutritional support is an important part of the medical management in the intensive care unit and should be assessed daily on all patients with critical illness to limit mortality and malnutrition.\textsuperscript{1} It is not enough to simply provide calories to these patients, but to supply adequate and optimal nutrition to meet the physiologic demands as a consequence of the critical illness. Often this is a difficult and daunting task as both underfeeding and overfeeding critically ill patients can result in complications. This review shows that indirect calorimetry is still the gold standard of measuring energy expenditure in mechanically ventilated
patients, but it not only has procedural limitations, but also institutional limitations. Several predictive equations are available to estimate a patient’s energy requirement using anthropometric measurements, ventilator measurements, and vital signs to determine the patient’s body size and inflammatory state. These equations are often easier to use and can be used if indirect calorimetry is not available, or if the patient’s medical status precludes its use. Of all the equations reviewed, the most accurate by validations studies were the 2003 Penn State equation for adult, non-obese patients and the 2010 Penn State equation for obese, elderly patients and both are recommended in the 2012 Executive Summary of Recommendations for Critical Illness by the Academy of Nutrition and Dietetics.21

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Predictive equation and accuracy profiles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>% Accuracy*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireton-Jones (1992)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireton-Jones (1997)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State (1998)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penn State (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swimmer (1990)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Faisy (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris Benedict</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mifflin-St.Jeor (1990)</td>
</tr>
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*within 10% of measured energy expenditure

Non-Obese, BMI < 30; Obese, BMI > 30; Young, < 60 years; Elderly, > 60 years; wt, weight (kg); HBE, Harris Benedict Equation; T<sub>max</sub>, maximum temperature in previous 24 hours (°C); V<sub>e</sub>, expired minute ventilation at the time of collection (L/min); MSJ, Mifflin-St.Jeor Equation; BSA, body surface area (m<sup>2</sup>); RR, respiratory rate (breath/min); V<sub>t</sub>, tidal volume (L/breath); T, temperature at time of study (°C); ht, height (cm)
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